Norbeck to Clow Beck at Croft
In Barningham we all know the Norbeck; it’s the dog-leg bridge below Low Lane on the way to
Greta Bridge. It is our beck, and it takes away our effluent from the treatment works below
Barningham House farm.
But it becomes Hutton Beck as it flows through Hutton Magna and has many different names on
its course to the Tees.
I recently came across a reference to Aldebrough Beck, “rising near Eppleby “ and thought, “No!
that is our Norbeck and it rises on Barningham Moor.”

Left : Osmaril Gill
on a bright Autumn morning
Searching the OS map I can locate 13
springs on Barningham Moor that
feed our Norbeck; there will be many
more springs feeding it on its way to
the Tees. Osmaril has clear
connections with Neolithic habitations
and is very atmosheric.

Right:
Croft Bridge over the Tees
Our Norbeck ends up as the Clow
Beck and reaches the Tees some
half-mile above Croft Bridge.
This bridge carried the old Great
North Road from Yorkshire into
Durham until the advent of the
motor age.

Geology, Climate, Landform, Landscape and People
The geology of the area developed over millions of years and played an important role in
developing the landscape we are familiar with; but the changing climate over the countless
centuries have also left their mark. This is especially true of the ice ages, especially the last one;
mountains were shaved down, river courses changed and whole areas filled up with boulder clay
and other alluvium. But man has also had a significant role in creating the place where we live.
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Osmaril Gill (or Osmonds Gill)
Osmaril Gill is under Eel Hill, a bit to the west of How Tallon cairn on Barningham Moor. It’s an
atmospheric place in a deep valley that, I’m sure, is a collapsed cave hollowed out by the springs
in the limestone, although Beckensall says it, and the adjacent Cross Gill were formed by ice.
Nearby is a seven-stone circle and a number of pieces of Rock Art. Beckensall describes it as “a
special place in the landscape” and suggests that there are signs that it has been used for
herding in the past. Beckensall refers to Osmonds Gill, but the OS clearly names it Osmaril.
Gill is a northern landscape term. It derives from Middle English: from Old Norse gil ‘deep glen’.
The spelling ghyll, often found in the Lake District, was introduced by Wordsworth.

Left :
Osmaril Gill (lower left, with
How Tallon (lower centre) and
Haythwaite (top centre).
Taken from a Victorian OS map.
Osmaril and its associated springs
run diagonally to the north-east.
The springs rising around scale Knoll
run northwards and then become Gill
Beck and head for the Greta near
Scargill.
The new lake, referred to as
Haythwaite Lake is in the vicinity of
Washbrook Green and drains to Gill
Beck.

Above Left:
Looking north into Osmaril Gill.

Above Right:
Part of the stone circle just south of Osmaril Gill.
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The Teesdale Landscape
Commonly referred to as the Pennine Chain, these hills are more a series of folded blocks that
are the remains of some very old, and very high, mountains created by very violent volcanic
activity in Brittany - the Amorician orogeny. They were further complicated by an east to west
folding towards the end of the Carboniferous Period , some 295 million years ago. It ran from
the Cleveland Hills to the Isle of Man The whole area was then uplifted by some 3000 ft.
Further volcanic action followed when lava, originating in the vicinity Shap, forced its way
between limestone strata and solidified as dolerite, a hard, black rock. This is the Whin Sill,
which can be seen notably at High Force, but underlies the whole of the north east coalfield and
outcrops on the Northumberland coast at Bamburgh, Dunstanburgh and Lindisfarne castles and
along sections of Hadrian’s Wall.
This volcanic intrusion led to heating of the limestone above the rock creating various
metamorphic forms of the rock. These exist in varied forms. Frosterly marble is the well known,
being used in columns in Durham Cathedral, but there is also an Eggleston version, a crinoidal
limestone. In contrast, Sugar Limestone is soft and crumbly like the traditional grocer’s
sugarloaf. The limestones outcropping around Barningham do not show these extreme forms.

Egglestone Abbey had a nearby
quarry for Eggleston Marble,
and the impressive table tomb
of Sir Ralph Bowes (Shown, left)
was probably quarried there.

Above: Sketch map of the solid geology of the district. (From Geological Survey)
Note that the boundary between the Millstone Grit to the north and the Carboniferous
Limestone to the south is broadly along the current route of the A66 road. Note that
Barningham is on the Carboniferous Limestone.
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The Rocks of Barningham Moor
Our local rocks were laid down in the Visean period, around 340 million years ago. Broadly, they
are a sequence of limestones, sandstones, mudstones and shale, with two narrow bands of coal.
The are also referred to as part of the Yoredale Sequence and the Alston Formation.
The sequence of rocks is shown in Appendix 1.
The most significant parts of the sequence are the limestones, of which there three are named:
The Five-Yard Limestone is the oldest (therefore the lowest). It is a grey, fine-grained limestone,
with beds up to about 1 m thick and containing fossil corals and brachiopods. The total thickness
varies but is typically 8 to 10 m.
The Geologic survey says this limestone is well exposed in a Goredale Gill between Cowclose
Farm and Moorcock on Barningham Moor [0643 0949]. (See below left)
Further down the beck, a little east of where the beck goes under the Scargill road, [0701 1012]
the limestone is exposed in an old quarry and the shale band below is clearly seen. (Below right)

The sandstones and shales above the Five Yard Limestone are patchily exposed in the Greta
Valley and on Barningham Moor. In the Kyloe Beck (watersplash) [0778 0997] 50 cm of white,
fine-grained, calcareous sandstone with shell casts rests on 100 cm of grey, thin-bedded, finegrained carbonaceous, micaceous sanstone. In Goredale Gill [0673 0936], a little way above the
Haythwaite road, 6m of sandstone are exposed below the limestone.
The Three Yard Limestone is only completely exposed at a point in the Greta, near Scotchman’s
stone, where it is 4 m thick and includes some shale and a 4cm coal seam. There is only a
partial exposure on Barningham Moor.
In Kyloe beck [0775 0986] there is a sequence of: Limestone, Mudstone, Limestone, Sandstone,
Mudstone, Shale, Limestone and Sandstone with a total depth of approximately 6 m.
Above the Three Yard is shale with mudstone, then sandstone.
The Four–Fathom Limestone generally consists of a grey, fine-grained bioclastic (formed of shell
fragments) limestone. The lower strata are massive (beds being 1m or more thick) at the base
and thinning in size going upward. It outcrops extensively between Bowes and East Layton.
The best exposed section is close to Spanham Farm [0162 1028] where the sequence is
Limestone, greyish brown, 2 m; Limestone, pale grey or brown, 1.8m; Limestone grey & brown,
1.2 m; Shale, black silty, 6cm.
Above the Four-Fathom are mostly layers of Shale and Mudstone and Chert. Surmounted in
some places by the Great Limestone. This is typically 20 m thick and where it cropped out on
the surface it was valued as building stone
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From Rock Strata to Useful Stone
The different rock strata have provided construction materials of various sorts, depending on
their particular qualities. These range from building stone and roofing stone to gate-posts,
walling stone and hardcore for roadways. Use was also made of smaller section stone for lime
burning, both for making mortar and for improving agricultural land.
English Heritage has published an on-line Stone Atlas for County Durham, Tyne & Wear and
Cleveland. Although using different terminology to the Geological Survey for naming the rock
strata, this Atlas relates the rock strata to the vernacular buildings and structures.
Sandstones and limestone’s have been quarried for building stones, roofing ‘slates’, walling and
flagstones.
The local rock outcrops have been worked as a building and dimension stone at Brignall Banks
and Lunedale Quarries, and also at Laithkirk. There are also numerous quarries within the
outcrops at Barningham, Boldron, Cowsgill, Eastgate, Forest Teesdale, Gilmonby, Grains o’th’
Beck, Ireshopeburn, Middleton-in-Teesdale, Scargill, St John Chapel, Stanhope and Westgate.

Barningham village school (above left), and Barningham Park (above right) provide typical examples
of the use of the Limestone beds for building purposes, and are likely to have used Great Limestone in
at least part of their construction. A quarry was opened in the grounds of Barningham Park to provide
a convenient source of building stone for the main house and stables.
Where stone has been used for walling it has been sourced very close to where it was used and this
leads to distinctly different structures within short distance.
The field walls near Kyloe Castle are very “blocky” with clear, angular edges, whereas the boundary
wall to the west of How Tallon is of stone with rounded corners, probably changed by geo-heating.

Above : Near Kyloe Castle;
large angular stone blocks.

Above: Badger Way boundary:
medium size, less angular.
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Above : High Moor; smaller
very irregular stones.

The Effect of the Ice Age
The local landscape we experience was largely formed by the last ice-age, which ended about
12,000 years ago.
Teesdale was influenced by three separate glaciers. The first was descending what is now the
Upper Tees valley and the rocks it carried were of quite local origin. In the vicinity of Eggleston it
collided with a much larger Stainmore glacier that carried rocks from as far away as the Lake
District. This pushed the Teesdale ice north-eastward through the valley of Blackton Beck and
into the River Wear drainage system.
From Upper Swaledale a glacier originating in the vicinity of Mallerstang moved broadly northeast and impinged on the Stainmore ice. This deflected the Swaledale glacier towards the southeast and south of the Barningham area while the Stainmore ice continued eastward along the
current Teesdale and Tees Valley.

Above : Elements of the pre-glacial drainage system in the district. From GS
As the ice disappeared drainage channels developed. This led to the Greta and Tees drainage
being captured and flowing into Swaledale via what is now know as Holmdale, past the villages
of Dalton and Gayles to Gilling West. Later this became blocked, possibly by stagnating local ice
or, more likely, geological movement that created a low watershed. This led to the formation of
a lake between Thorpe Farm and Hutton Magna and a reversal of drainage in the area
immediately to the south of Smallways Bridge.
In immediately post-glacial times the Tees was generally 40 to 70 ft above the present level. At
some stage the Smallways lake broke through an impounding barrier and cut a deep gorge
towards the north east, draining the lake and moving the course of the river to its current
position and creating gorges such as those at Rokeby and towards Winston.

The current landscape
Once the ice finally cleared the drainage system developed, water-courses finding their simplest
route to the sea and giving the basic land form that we have today. Barningham Moor drains via
the Norbeck and reaches the Tees near Croft. Everything from the east of Newsham drains eastsouth-east into Dalton Beck and its successors to reach the Swale at Brompton, echoing the
route of the infant Tees during the glacial period.
The peats of the high moorlands preserve their long history, and analysis of the historic pollen
preserved in the oxygen-free conditions indicate past climate conditions. The lowest layers from
around 8300 BCE show the invasion of trees after the retreat of the ice. As the climate warmed
and became drier hazel and birch formed thin woodland, then towards 6000 BCE pine trees
joined them. Mesolithic man hunted and fished in the region around this time. Summer
temperatures were probably a little higher than now, with winters being colder and drier. The
warming brought decline for the pines, which were progressively replaced by alder woods, with
oak, hazel and elm in the drier locations.
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On the open ground the rock rose was, as now, commonly found. Higher rainfall supported the
development of sphagnum bogs and the formation of peat. Around 3000 BCE rainfall decreased
and Neolothic and Bronze-Age populations would have experienced a warmer, drier climate that
led to forestation of the fells up to around 700 m, with oak, ash, birch, alder and lime. Humans
probably occupied many sites that later became untenably cold and wet.
From about 500 BCE the climate became wetter and colder and the tree-line retreated to the
lower fells, leaving wider extents of bog and peat cover. These conditions continued through the
period of the Roman occupation but from the sixth to ninth centuries A.D. the climate was much
drier and in this period much of the remaining woodland was cleared for agriculture by the
Anglo-Danes.
The obvious vegetation is a mix of grass, heather, and bracken. But there is a measure of marsh
and bog vegetation, especially sphagnum moss, and we need that as it is excellent for soaking up
excess rainfall, slowing the rate of run-off and so reducing the risk of flooding.

Above: Sphagnum Moss
Above: Blanket Bog
The cold-wet climatic periods gave rise to expansive peat growth, forming a lot of “blanket bog”
on the fells over about 350m. These conditions worked against survival of what forest was left,
and widespread sheep grazing completed the destruction of most useful woodland.
Drainage of heather moorland with open drains (grips) had been a part of moorland
management for over 100 years and was promoted by government grant during the 1970s, but
by the 1980s, there was anecdotal evidence that these drains caused significant erosion and,
possibly more seriously, an increase in down-stream flooding.
Research has since shown that whereas natural hillside streams produce negligible sediment
even though subject to sheep grazing, but artificial drains continue to erode after being cut. The
amount of sediment in drains significantly greater than in the natural streams. Drains do not
stabilise and erosion becomes progressive. The widely accepted conclusion is that where old
moorland drainage networks exist, a policy of blocking them is necessary to reduce both soil
erosion and flood risk.
The peat bogs are a potential fuel, and were probably used regularly for cooking and for winter
heat in the past. When its local use died out does not seem to be clear, but Raistrick quotes a
number of disputes of a turbary nature across the northern Pennines. Closer and more recently
“In much later centuries, peat was the principal fuel used at many Dales [lead] smelt mills, the
old peat houses at Old Gang and other mines in Swaledale being most impressive evidence of
the large quantities used for this purpose.” It is very likely that peat was commonly used as
domestic fuel, and possibly for lime-burning in the upland parts of Teesdale.
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Rock Art
ROCK ART is the term commonly used to describe the symbols, shapes and patterns that have
been pecked into outcrops and earthfast rocks. They occur widely across northern Europe.
Barningham Moor has one of the most significant concentrations of rock art in the northern
dales with 139 known panels, and it is not difficult to understand why the site holds a special
attraction to people of the late Neolithic and early Bronze Age. There are clear sight lines
eastwards to the northern flanks of the Cleveland Hills and the Tees estuary, north-west to
Cross Fell, west to Stainmore and Cumbria and well into County Durham to the north.

Above: two of the larger highly inscribed rock panels on Barningham Moor, that on the left
being used as a grouse feeding station.
It is now thought that this practice started in Neolithic times and was in use for over 1000 years
into the early Bronze Age.
Many of the 139 stones with motifs on Barningham Moor have simple cup and/or ring marks;
the more elaborate designs are in the vicinity of streams that spring from Osmarill Gill and the
adjacent Eel Hill.
What the markings mean is not understood, but there seems to be a correlation between
decorated rocks and viewpoints and possibly with the presence of watercourses.

Above left: a vertical inscribed panel. Above right: A cup with three rings clearly visible on this
large boulder which may have slipped down the steep eastern slope of Osmaril Gill.
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Osmaril Gill to Primrose Gill Plantation.

There are many different springs that feed
Osmaril within its first mile. Nearby is
Washbeck Green, not yet shown by OS. This
was created around 2010, mainly by digging
out the peat rather than damming and it is
intended to encourage diversity rather than
for angling. The 1856 6” OS shows a marsh at
this spot and outlets that feed both Osmaril
Gill and the Knoll Gill which heads north,
passes west of Haythwaite farm and then
becomes Gillbeck until it enters the Greta. So
it is not connected with our Nor Beck. The
feed to Osmaril has been stopped and the
tarn’s outlet is now on the western end
feeding only Knoll Gill.
In a 2014 report the Wild Trout Trust refer to
it as Haythaite(sic) lake. They judged it has a
low density of wild brown trout that may have
been present in the stream when the lake was
created, or have colonised subsequently from
the inflowing or outflowing stream during high
water conditions.

Below: The young beck heading northeast
across the moor. Osmaril Gill itself can be seen
at the very top, just right of centre.
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Left,
“Haythwaite “Tarn
Looking east on
Barningham Moor.
The hump centre
right is the hill
known as West
Langbrough.
The tarn’s outlet is
lower, right.

Osmaril picks up other springs on the Moor heading north-east. Whether it is following its
natural route is not clear and warrants further investigation. Following its route across the moor
there were a number of spots where I expected it to turn north as the ground fell away towards
the moor road, but it stayed within its bed that was perhaps 18 “ deep. At Map Ref. 0700 0910
the modern OS suggests the beck divides. The landscape suggests the beck finally turns north-ish
in the direction of Moorcock Farm, in a ravine that is much deeper than its previous bed. In this
dry August it has a discernable water flow. According to the modern OS this beck stops in the
vicinity of an old quarry at 0660 0960. It may be that it goes down a sink hole to re-appear in
Primrose Gill.
However, where the map shows a divide there is a stream route that continues to the north side
of East Langbrough, with a very similar bed to that before the divide. This meets the Kyloe Beck
near the water-splash, with some being diverted to feed the water-garden. I suspect the whole
route of Osmaril Gill has been adapted to this end, probably in the nineteenth Century.

Above: Cowclose Lake looking west with the island centre left. The ruins of Cowclose House is on
the far bank. Since this picture was taken the leftmost portion has been rebuilt as a fishing
bothy. At the time of writing there are plans for reinstating the rest as a holiday home. To this
end, a driveable track has been laid across the dam, which is out of shot to the right of the
picture.
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Near Wash Beck another beck starts and runs east. This is Gordale Gill, and after crossing the
moor road it flows into another artificial lake beside the ruin that is now known as Cowclose
House, although the 1856 version of the 6” OS names it as Gordale House. What is now known
as Moorcock is marked as Cow Close House.
This tarn covers approximately four acres and is fed by clear peaty moorland run off water by
two small becks, Gordale Gill and another that drains the Rowley intake but seems un-named. It
seems to be known both as Barningham Hill Tarn and Cowclose Lake among the fly-fishing
community.
The tarn incorporates a nesting island used by black-headed gulls and a sand martin nesting wall;
geese are also present on the lake. Indigenous brown trout present in the moorland streams
have colonised the lake and appear to have established a self-sustaining population.
The outlet from the lake is un-named on the OS, but I suspect it is Primrose Gill and it must
combine with the water from Osmaril Gill that crossed the road near Moorcock Farm.
From this point he beck has left the open moor and crosses the Cowclose Allotment, which was
enclosed in 1838. It goes under Cowclose Lane (the road to Scargill) in a culvert before threading
its way through an old quarry (referred to in p4, above) and enters Primrose Gill Plantation.
It’s still a sluggish ditch in summer but clearly has power in winter. At one point it is undermining
beds of the Three Yard Limestone that are set above a shale layer (Illustration, p.4). Further
along are other slabs that have been toppled by the undercutting action of the beck.
Although much of this plantation has been cleared in the last few years it is still well-wooded
and I suspect much of it was quarried for limestone and lime-burning. It ends near the Lime Kilns
beside Low Lane and the beck is just across the track from these structures. Much of it is hidden
by foliage, but the sluggish summer beck is there. We will pick it up again where it meets Kyloe
Beck in Primrose Gill Plantation.
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Lime Kilns & Lime Burning
The lime kilns of Low Lane, beside Primrose Gill, have recently been renovated and give a clear
indication of how they worked. Most of the many examples across our limestone countryside
are in much poorer condition; sometimes it’s difficult to tell them from just another rocky
outcrop. Usually the remains of the quarry that provided the feedstock limestone can be found
nearby, but these are often overgrown and less obvious.
Left: Sir Edward Milbank standing on top of the newly
renovated Barningham Lime-kiln in 2012.
The Teesdale Mercury of June 4th 1890 carried a piece:
Durham Lime Trade. – The South Durham lime trade is at
present in a very prosperous condition. At nearly all the
works in the district full time is being worked, and in some
instances so plentiful are orders that it is necessary to
work overtime. At West Moor additional kilns have been
erected to meet the increasing demand. Builders are
taking large quantities, but the chief trade is with
agriculturists, at present.
Before the arrival of railways, lime was sought from the
nearest source; by the time our rail network was reaching
its peak around 1900 local production of limestone was
tailing off. As well as providing lime for mortar for building
work, most was used to sweeten sour land, typically bringing moorland intake into sweet
pasture, further helped by hard grazing. In his “Yorkshire Dales” Raistrick quotes a certain
George Owen, in 1595, describing the Pembrokeshire limekilns:
After the limestone has been broken into small pieces it is put into a kill made of wall sixe foote
heighe foure or five foote broade at the bryme but narrowing to the bottom, having two lope
holes in the bottom which they call kill eyes; in this kill first is made a fier of Coales or rather
Culme which is but the dust of the coales which is laid on the bottom of the kill, and some few
sticks of wood to kindle the fier.
Raistrick also quotes Mortimer giving a description of the making and use of lime in 1707. On the
fuel used, he says:
the harder the Chalk or the Stones are the better is the Lime; only they require more fire to burn
them: Both sorts may be burned with Wood, Coals, Turf, or Fern which makes a very hot fire.
All four of these fuels were available and it is not clear which, if any, was the main fuel for the
Barningham kilns, for there will have been others; a kiln existed in the gill above
Cowclose/Gordale House and the modern OS map marks a quarry (disused) nearby.
To provide fuel for the kilns there are some local coal deposits; a mine near Tan Hill Inn has
produced poor quality coal from a seam of up to 4 ft up to recent times. The mines, apparently,
supplied coal for Arkengarthdale’s lime-kilns, as well as local homes for heating. The miners lived
in a number of adjacent cottages, but these were demolished soon after the last mine closed in
1929. It is feasible that similar seams have historically been accessed with bell-pits in closer
locations. Coal was also mined as close as Gainford well into the 20th Century.
Peat cutting was most active in mediaeval times and although it has now almost ceased in most
areas of the Pennines, it seems likely that the areas of blanket bog, which includes Barningham
Moor, will probably have been cut as a fuel until coal became more readily available.
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Kyloe Beck to Primrose Plantation.
Probably the best-known and attractive beck on Barningham Moor is the water-splash on the
track up to Carter House and the Helwith Road. There seems to be no name for this beck on OS
maps, but I have come across the name Kyloe Beck. This must relate to Kyloe Castle, which is
named on the 1854 OS as a sheepfold. Kyloe is a name for a breed of Scottish cattle, suited to
rough ground. [Kyloe: noun. Scottish. An animal of a shaggy-haired breed of cattle with long,
curved, widely spaced horns; a Highland cow. 'One of the varieties, Highland cattle, or kyloes,
probably carried characteristics from Neolithic days.']
Left: Eastern part of
Barningham Moor
from the 1854 OS
survey.
The water-splash is
where the blue line
starts.
The dotted red is the
bed of the beck that
dries up during dry
periods.
Kyloe Castle is just
east of the line of
the beck.

In the late nineteenth century the Teesdale Mercury regularly gave prices achieved for Kyloe
cattle. It seems reasonable to surmise that this stock shelter existed on land that was grazed by
Kyloes and that local sense of humour made this their castle.
The Teesdale Mercury of June
Below: A fine example of a Kyloe. Is this another link
29th 1887 had the following
with Neolithic times?
item:
Queen’s Golden Jubilee –
Barningham “On Tuesday
June 21st, an immense bonfire
was lighted at 10 o’clock in the
evening, on the moor end, in
the presence of a large
assembly, who joined singing
the National Anthem. It was
noticed by many persons living
miles away, while from Kyloe
Castle, 1000 ft. above sea
level, and a quarter mile from
our bonfire, ten others were
counted.”
Kyloe Beck rises in a marshy
patch of moor not far from the
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old railway box-car close by
Cathay Stoop. Several sources

Kyloe Beck rises in a marshy patch of moor not far from the old railway box-car close by Cathay
Stoop. Several sources combine and cross the Carter House track where it dips down before
Cathay Stoop and then it goes under the wall of the 1807 enclosures. Presumably the intention
was to give water to the stock in the enclosed field where Kyloe Castle stands. As shown on the
1845 OS, it then goes under another wall into the adjacent field and then cascades down the
hillside before going back out onto the open moor and arrive at the water-splash. Not all of
these walls are shown on the modern OS, suggesting the fields have been combined over the
years.
Kyloe Beck is at the eastern end of the open moor, which is rich in bird life, including black
grouse, curlew, grey partridge, lapwing, red shank and snipe.
Barningham Moor is a grouse moor and has a number of lines of shooting butts.
The organised driving of grouse towards a line of guns began in the 1850s and became
fashionable in the 1880s. This development coincided with that of Britain’s railway network.
Indeed, Jon Smith of Heath House, Barningham has a replica of a tiled map of the North Eastern
Railway lines that marks Barningham, even though it has never been less than 6 miles from a
station. The only logic for showing Barningham is that it is an important destination for
travellers, presumably for grouse shooting.
Below: Grouse disturbed on Barningham Moor
This form of shooting is almost unique in
global terms in the way it is practiced - the
big numbers of grouse required for drivenshooting are the product of intensive
management practices.
The grouse (Lagopus lagopus) is native to
upland heather-moorland. They are groundnesting , using heather for cover, but when
disturbed they suddenly rocket into the air
and fly off with fast whirring wings, reaching
up to 70 mph, usually calling their
characteristic sound of “go back”. Their food
is young heather plants, seeds, berries and
insects. Being ground-nesting they are prone to predators and part of the game-keeper’s role is
the legal control of generalist predators such as foxes, weasels, stoats and crows.
Grouse moors are intensively managed in order to produce large numbers for the drives. It is
common for patches to be burned off to encourage re-growth of the heather with young, tender
shoots, while adjacent patches are left to grow, giving ground cover for the birds.
Apart from the grouse, curlew and lapwing are summer residents of the moor. Lapwing
(Vanellus vanellus) arrive in Spring from lower areas, often estuarial, preferring wide open
landscapes during the breeding season to avoid predators. They are ground-feeding birds,
relying mainly on invertebrates such as earthworms, leatherjackets and beetle larvae.
The lapwing has a spectacular songflight. The male wobbles, zigzags, rolls and dives while calling
to advertise his presence to rival males and potential mates.
During the nesting season the parents will often try to lead intruders away from the nesting site,
flying low on zig-zag courses, making their characteristic “peewit” call.
Curlew (Numenius arquata), is the largest European wading bird and is easily identified by its
long, slender, downcurved beak. They are present on the moors mainly from March to July, for
their breeding season, spending the rest of the year at the coast.
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Above left: Lapwing

Above right: Curlew

Once Kyloe Beck re-enters the open moor it runs in a narrow, shallow valley which, in summer, is
full of bracken, hiding the narrow beck. Just before the watersplash it is joined by another,
unnamed stream from the west. Their joining has been managed in recent years with part of the
flow being diverted into an aqueduct while the remainder falls a couple of metres to join Kyloe.
The aqueduct (sadly a plastic pipe on wood supports rather than an elegant masonry job) flow is
then culverted for about 500m until it flows into the “skating pond” which feeds the watergarden at Barningham Park. This pond is not obvious from the village but is at the top of the field
with the artificial stone circle beside the Village Hall.
From the water garden it is then culverted, re-appearing in the walled garden across the road
from the Milbank Arms, culverted again and emerges once it has gone under the Newsham Road
close to Barningham House Farm. The modern OS map shows this running down to the east of
Mill Hill Farm and entering the Norbeck, but its flow seems to stop in a marsh to the east of the
farm, although it is clear that the water does reach Norbeck.
Below: Kyloe Beck water-splash. Note the
Aqueduct in the background.

Below the water-splash the bed of Kyloe Beck
is often dry as the flow disappears into the
limestone, reappearing a little further on. But
in flood the beck can overtop its banks and
start filling the ravine. The late Sir Anthony
Milbank found a young brown trout stranded
on the grass one morning after a heavy
downpour.
Towards the northern edge of the open moor
the beck goes first under the Moor road to
Haythwaite. Although unclassified it is
maintained to a reasonable standard as access

to the three houses on the moor but until 1974 North Riding maintained this as a through-route
to Hope and then Stangfoot. Since the transfer to Durham it has not been maintained beyond
Haythwaite farm and it now requires a rugged cross-country vehicle to reach Hope. Within yards
it goes under the Scargill road, Cowclose Lane. Both crossings are marked as fords on the 1854
OS, but have since been bridged. Twenty years ago all these bridges had white post barriers
marking the edge of the roadway but these have now all decayed. Although the beck is now in
enclosed pasture land it keeps the form of a youthful hill beck as it encounters the steepest
gradients in its life. Falling around 40m in about half a mile.
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The Norbeck

Above left: Kyloe Beck descending the hillside and joining Primrose Beck (hidden by vegetation).
Above right: the ford where Norbeck crosses the Low Lane (known as round the world).
The joining of the two sets of moorland becks gives us the Norbeck itself. In summer it can
usually be stepped across with a good stride, but after heavy rain this could be foolish. At the
ford on Low Lane, when spread wide and shallow, the beck will overtop shoes even at its lowest
flow, and the adjacent footbridge is certainly necessary in winter.
The ford was the scene of a tragedy in May 1938 when Raymond Johnson, Gardner at
Barningham Park and resident at Hawsteads Farm, found a body in the stream. The Teesdale
Mercury of May 27th reported how he told the inquest held at the Milbank Arms that he was
walking “Round the World” early on a Saturday evening and found the body of Roland Nicholson
of Prospect House, Barningham, “lying on its right side in the middle of the stream, part of the
head being submerged, and the left ear and part of the skull being out of the water. Only one
side of the clothes was wet.” He pulled the body from the beck but found no signs of life. He
borrowed a horse and went to the deceased’s uncle, J.G. Nicholson.
A doctor and the Police were called. Roland, although well-nourished was an epileptic and the
Coroner concluded that he had had a fit while crossing the stream. His father said he’d left the
house a little earlier, in good spirits but knew his son was in the habit of wading the stream
rather than using the footbridge.
This lane, like that across the moor through Hope, was maintained as a tarred road until 1974,
when the area was transferred from Yorkshire, North Riding, to County Durham. Since then
these have become by-ways and have been maintained only to the extent of the last dwelling.
Low Lane, having no habitations, has had virtually no maintenance and is not now really useable
by an ordinary car.
From the ford Nor Beck becomes a lowland stream, providing watering points for grazing
animals in the fields it borders. It heads north, then east towards the Norbeck Bridge. To the
south there is an area of marsh and ponds, the spring water seeping rather than flowing into the
beck. Near here two footpaths, one from Crooks House, the other from Wilson House join on the
north bank, then travel a short way east together, then divide, one following the north bank as
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far as the road bridge, the other crossing by a footbridge. This path then runs south along the
edge of Pinehorn Close, one of the four fields of meadow and two stints on the moor that were
bought by Rector Henry Lightfoot in 1684. The income from these was to be devoted to ‘the use,
benefit and yearly maintenance of the poor of the Town and Township of Barningham and of a
school in the said town of Barningham from henceforth forever.’ The charity still exists; in 1906
it was incorporated under the Charity Commission as “The School and Poor’s Estate’. In 1983
the Commission agreed to a reorganisation and it adopted the name “Barningham Relief In Need
And Education Charity”, commonly referred to as Brinec. Grants are now offered to all young
people (and adults) within the civil Parish who undertake A-level and degree-level studies (or
their equivalent). Pinehorn Close is the description of the field name in the 1906 Charter, But
Merryne Watson refers to it as Pinkney Close, and John Pinkney sold the land to Rector
Lightfoot, so Pinehorn is probably a corruption.
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Norbeck Bridge and the Glebe Bridge.

Above left : The Norbeck road bridge, looking downstream. Above right: The Glebe bridge
looking south. The road can be seen beyond the gate. The Road bridge lies to the right.
On reaching the Barningham to Greta Bridge Road the beck encounters 2 bridges within yards.
Questions about this apparent anomaly were answered in BLHG’s Archive 22 in December 2011.
In April 1896 Rev. E Spencer Gough, Rector of Barningham, had written to Startforth Rural
District Council complaining about the state of the Barningham to Barnard Castle road and about
the condition of the eastern bridge over the Norbeck, including the fact that the Council’s
Surveyor and his workmen had used it and damaged it while working on the adjacent road.
According to the Teesdale Mercury of the time, he was told by Councillor James Todd, of
Fairview, Barningham, that the eastern bridge was a private bridge that had been built by an
earlier Rector, Rev. William Wharton (1840 to 1874) to replace an old wooden bridge. Rev.
Wharton, who was also a pioneering agriculturist, wanted to improve access for carts to the
Glebe lands that he farmed. So Rev. Gough had to accept that he was personally responsible for
the upkeep of the bridge. He did pursue the matter of the damage, and he was awarded 10
shillings in compensation. He had made the point that this bridge was used by people walking to
Greta Bridge as it connected with the field path that ran up to Saunders House corner. Most of
the Glebe fields later passed into the hands of the Milbank estate who, presumably, are now
responsible for the upkeep of this bridge.
The beck here is a steady stream, just about small enough to leap across. Soon after a narrow
pipe emanates from a concrete slab on the southern bank and is the outfall from Barningham’s
sewage works, located below Barningham House Farm. Soon after the beck passes Mill Hill Farm,
itself subject to some conjecture in BLHG’s Archive publications. The farm buildings are too far
above either the Nor Beck or the un-named beck that flows past Barningham House Farm to
have benefitted from a water-driven wheel; perhaps it was a wind-mill, or, perhaps, a horse gin.
The beck has now left the area of permanent pasture and the fields are mostly arable from here
on. There’s a plank-bridge here allowing tractor access to the fields on the northern bank, but no
public path access until, having crossed the 1974 County boundary into North Yorkshire and now
named Dyson Beck it reaches Wetlands Lane and Newsham Lodge.
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Dyson Beck to Hutton Beck

Above: The Wetlands Lane (bridle-way) Bridge
Right : Dyson Lane Bridge, viewed from the new field Bridge.
There are several private footbridges in the grounds of private houses here but the bridle-way
that runs due north to Green Brough on the A66 crosses the beck by a good pack-horse bridge.
Two fields further on it goes under Dyson Bridge, which took Dyson Lane to the A66 until this
became a Duel Carriageway around 10 years ago. While the bridge is unremarkable it is too
narrow for modern farm equipment and a broad bridge has been created in the field alongside.
Soon the beck makes a sharp turn northwards and enters the grounds of a private dwelling
where a new bridge connects the house and a garage block was fabricated from steel before
being stone-clad. Here the beck has been closely channelled between stone walls and drops
picturesquely over a weir or two.
The beck then goes under the old Scotch-Corner to Brough Road, just to the west of Smallways
Inn. On the adjacent corner stands an historic mile post that names the road to Newsham as
“Cattle-tick Road”.

Above: Dyson Beck by Smallways

Above: The “Cattle Tick Road” Milestone by
Smallways
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After running through a paddock the beck flows
under what the 2005 OS map calls Smallways
New Bridge, and then the further bridge, built
circa 2007, for the new east-bound carriageway.
This is simply formed by a large corrugated
tube; just as effective but much less attractive
than the C19 stone bridges.
Now named Smallways Beck the stream is
crosses back into County Durham and enters
what was the post glacial lake referred to on p.
6. Just to the northwest is Holm Hills, rising
about 15 m above the fields.

Below: The newest Smallways bridge

Soon after this, near to Layton Fields, it approaches the narrow lane that runs from West Layton
to Caldwell, and here it becomes Caldwell Beck. Just south of Caldwell village the beck runs
under the B2674 Gilling to Winston road at Mill Bridge, close to Mill Farm.
Our beck next skirts the northern boundary of Forcett Park and adopts the name Forcett Beck.
Forcett Park, with its house and gardens, dates from around 1740, possibly by Thomas Wright.
The estate incorporates part of the Iron Age oppidum, or earthwork, of Stanwick Fort. Part of
this earthwork has been incorporated into the dam for the large lake within the park. This drains
into the falling ground to the east of the park, and although the beck seems to go underground it
reappears as Mary Wild Beck and heads east to Carlton and Aldbrough.
Stanwick Fort is a huge Iron Age hill fort, comprising over 9 km of ditches and enclosing some
300 ha of land with ramparts that are up to 5m high. The settlement was one of the most
important in the Kingdom of Brigantia during the early stages of the Roman occupation.

Above Left, Hutton Magna bridge, looking south. Above Right: The secluded Hutton Beck, just to
the east of the bridge.
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Caldwell Beck to Aldbrough Beck

Above: Stanwick St. John surrounded by the
earthwork. The Forcett Park lake is visible, as is
the Mary Wild Beck, heading towards the church
(centre) en-route to Aldbrough Beck.
From the borders of Forcett Park the
beck then skirts the southern edge of
Eppleby village, passes through the
hamlet of Carlton, where it turns
southeast, collects tribute from Mary
Wild Beck and, as Aldbrough Beck,
divides Aldbrough St. John in two,
being crossed by a bridge far more
elegant than any met so far.
John Leland, who seems to have
started the myth that Clow Beck rises
near Eppleby, in an account in 1540
wrote:
"There appere great ruines of a howse or litle castel at Albruch village, and thereby rennith a
bekke. It standith a 2 mile south from Perse Bridg on Tese" .
When the Duchess of Northumberland came to live in the village in the late 1800s, she had many
of the old properties removed and the stone used to build new houses. It is generally accepted
that any castle remains were also removed at this time. The foundations of this building were
recently found by local historians in what is believed to have been the "burh" oval. This suggests
that the site had been occupied over a long period of time.
The beck runs from NW to SE through the village and continues, curving a little more to the
south for about a mile on this course. It passes a significant pond, almost certainly the result of
gravel extraction. The Geological Survey shows a spread of glacial sand and gravel terraces along
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the line of the beck, ending with solid rock trending from the higher ground to the west.
This is consistent with the geography, for just before Micklow Farm the beck takes a sharp turn
of about 90° to the NE. Micklow Hill stands some 7 to 8 m above the beck ( although the OS
suggests it is more like 25 m high). The GS describes this as a small drumlin, sub-circular, the long
axis trending NW. It is composed of bouldery gravel and clay, and rests on a flat rock platform.

Above: Micklow Hill from Aldbrough. The
beck runs close to the tree line on the left
before turning sharp left just before the
hill. The pond can just be seen below a
small meadow.

Above: Albrough Beck between the village and
the Wath Urn Bridge on Dere Street.

On the east side of Micklow Hill the OS shows another Quarry (dis), but the beck turns to the NE
and then reaches the Roman Dere Street at Wath Urn Bridge. The only hint I can find to a
meaning for this odd name is in Samuel Tymms’ 1837 book “The Family Topographer: The
Northern Circuit: …” In a chapter headed “Antient State and Remains”, and listed under “Roman
Province” is the brief description “Barton, two urns found in a cairn.” A nearby farmstead on the
side road to Barton is called Watherne. The beck here is very overgrown and full of weed.
The beck has now acquired its final
name, Clow Beck. Most of its other
names relate to the locations it
flows by, but, although there is a
Clowbeck farm, there does not
seem to be any habitation or
manor of Clow.
From the bridge the beck takes a
long curve to the south and even
SW before cutting back just south
of east and into the grounds of
Brettanby Manor. The National
Archive lists 6 account rolls relating
to the Manor, dated from 1427
and 1558, but no information
Above: The east side of Wath Urn Bridge, whose two
arches were widened in 1948.
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about the house, which
looks to be mainly
Victorian.

Lt. Colonel Vaux, Maxim Ale, and Waterfall Beck
Brettanby Manor was home to Lieutenant Colonel Ernest Vaux, CMG, DSO, VD, DL who
commanded 7th Battalion DLI throughout WW1. Born in 1865 in Sunderland the grandson of the
founder of the brewing family and later became co-owner of the firm.
He fought in the Boer War, commanding a Maxim gun detachment. Vaux’s Maxim beer was
created to celebrate his safe return.
In Flanders he insisted on leading his men over the top in all actions. When he returned home in
1918 he brought back Chancellor his war horse who had gone off to war with him in 1914.
Chancellor lived out his life in the fields of Brettanby Manor. Vaux died in 1925 after choking on
a rabbit bone at a dinner party and is buried in Barton Churchyard.
The Clow Beck is crossed within the grounds by an elegant bridge and has been formed into a
large fish pond, terminating in a weir.

Above: The bridge over Clow Beck within the
grounds of Brettanby Manor.

Above: Waterfall Beck in
Melsonby Village

Above: The fish pond at Brettanby Manor
ending at the weir.

Just past the Manor the beck
is joined by Barton Beck,
which starts as Waterfall Beck
beside Low Grange farm to
the west of Melsonby, but is
easily seen crossing West
Lane on the edge of that
village before running along
the roadside.
The beck goes under the
Aldbrough road, emerges
briefly on the green before
being culverted as far as the
east end of the village. It then
heads for the Barton
Interchange of the A1(M)
where it becomes culverted
for over a kilometre.
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Above: Waterfall Beck going
under the Green

It reappearing opposite Waterfall Terrace, the isolated terrace of houses south of Barton village
and enters the southern edge of the village before cutting through the green where a white
footbridge runs beside the ford.
Now named Barton Beck it goes under the old Great North Road near the centre of the village
with an unremarkable bridge, and after passing
yet another sewage works it goes under the
A1(M) to join Clow Beck.
In another kilometre the Clow itself reaches
the motorway, at this point on an
embankment. From the carriageway you can
pick out the wealth of trees that edge the beck
here. Just to the east Clowbeck Farm can be
seen just before the northbound carriageway
goes under the farm’s accommodation bridge.
The beck is trending north east but then curves
round to south east and reaches the old Great
North Road at Willow Bridge, which is in the
dip just north of the garage and next to the
turning that runs, like the beck, down to Croft.

Above: The junction by Willow Bridge on the
old Great North Road.

Above: The ford in Barton

Above: The 1960s Willow Bridge. Blink and it’s
gone.

Willow Bridge is another unremarkable bridge with a
flat road-bed. The Great North Road was rebuilt as the
main road to the north for the motor age in the 1920s.
This route largely followed the Dere Street Roman Road
through north Yorkshire as far as Scotch Corner and was
designated A1 when the Ministry of Transport
introduced the road numbering system on April 1st
1923. From Scotch Corner, compared with the current
A1(M), it took a slight kink to the right and then, partway to the present Barton interchange, headed off to
Above: The old Willow bridge.

Barton village along a route that has just been utilised in

the new road that crosses above the new motorway.
Just a few metres east of the bridge is an older, and much more attractive, stone bridge which is
greatly overgrown and barely visible. This is the last public road bridge on the beck.
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Medieval Jolby and on to Monks End.
About a mile down the Croft road the beck runs alongside the road until the road takes a very
sharp turn to the right. If you go straight ahead it takes you into the private grounds of Jolby
Manor. The beck runs through their grounds heading north. There is a footbridge, and alongside
a wider access bridge. This is one of the prettiest spots with
footpath access.

Left: Clow Beck in the grounds of Jolby Manor.
Above: The footpath crossing the beck.
This footpath, having come across the fields from Croft, then turns sharp right and goes north to
Stapleton. There is a much shorter route between there and Croft, broadly following the Tees,
and it looks as though two separate paths met at Jolby but have since lost any connection with
any other paths and roads.
Jolby Manor is Grade 2 Listed, a mid C17th Manor House, although the listing reference to C20th
concrete roof tiles suggests it has lost a deal of historical features. Nearby is the site of the
medieval village of Jolby, presumably the destination of footpaths from Croft and Stapleton that
have become one by losing their access to the public road.
The beck, now in its mature phase, meanders in an easterly direction through the flattish fields.
Apart from a small footbridge, not related to any public path, and a farm-track ford there are no
more crossing points until Monks End Farm is reached. There are references in historical
documents to Mills on the Clow Beck at Jolby and Croft. There is a brick arch in the grounds of
Jolby Manor that could well have been part of a mill leat. The Croft Mill, according to an old
map, seems to have been on the south bank of the Tees, just west of the church.
The footpath from Jolby has several markers within 100m of the Manor, then they seem to
disappear completely. For anyone who navigates correctly the next habitation is the Clervaux
Trust’s Eco Centre just outside Croft. They offer care and residential care places for young
Theand
footpath,
people and adults with complex learning issues and also run an artisanal bakery
organic café
having
come
across
the
fields
from
Croft
and
then
turns
in Darlington.
sharp right and goes north to Stapleton. There is a much
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of tarmac
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but
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Jolby Manor is Grade 2 Listed, being a mid C17th Manor
House, although the reference to the C20th concrete roof

Journey’s End at Croft
The nearest property to Monk End is now the adjacent Clow Beck House Hotel. Nearby is a
packhorse bridge over Clow Beck, the route of the Teesdale Way, beside it is a basic farm bridge.

Above: the old pack-horse bridge, from the concrete farm bridge, and right the damage.
In August the beck seems sluggish, weedy and overgrown, but clearly has some of the potential
shown on Barningham Moor. One side of the pack-horse bridge has been undercut, with
masonry torn away. And just yards away a high steel gate can roll across to close a gap in the 3m
high flood berm that protects Croft village.
There is no right of way along the berm, but it is clearly a well-used route for locals, forming part
of a circular route from Croft Church, along the bank of the Tees, then the Clow Beck and
returning along South Parade to the Church.
Following the berm from Monks End one can pick out the meandering route of the beck below,
heavily shielded by shrubby growth and trees. Where it finally reaches the Tees it is possible to
scramble down the flood berm and reach the banks of the river.
Clow Beck seems, even in a wet summer, quite reduced when it finally reaches its end. It maybe
forms a delta, but the only outlet that is visible in this heavily wooded place seems little more
than a ditch entering the much more majestic Tees.
Above Left:
The mouth of
Clow Beck.

Below left:
Looking up-river
from Clow Beck.
Right:
Looking down
river
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Appendix 1: Generalised Rock Strata of the District
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Appendix 2

Leland, Holinshed and confusion over Greta and Norbeck

John Leland was an antiquary (1503-1552). In 1533 the king commissioned him to examine the
libraries of all religious houses in England. The travelling throughout England this entailed
stimulated his interest in topography and in 1538 he embarked on a series of journeys lasting
until 1544. He recorded topography and antiquities and these were later published as his
Itineraries. Although nor published until much later, his notes were available for use and William
Camden took a great deal of information from it for his Britannia, published in 1586.
Raphael Holinshed (1529-1580) was a chronicler, whose work, commonly referred to as
Holinshed’s Chronicle, was a major source for Shakespeare when writing his history plays.
The printer, Reyner Wolfe who conceived the idea of producing the chronicles had acquired
many of Leland’s notebooks and these formed the basis of Holinshed’s 1577 work.
Leland covered Durham and Yorkshire and his itinerary included following the Tees (These) from
source to sea. Our local area was covered so:
Gretey is a village standing on Watheling-streate, and hath the name of
Gretey ryver that rennith thorough it, and by Mr. Rokesby's d place goith
ynto Tese.
There is a park hard thereby waullid with stone caullid
Bigenelle e Park, it longgith to the Lord Scrope.
There apperith manifestly
in diverse places by Gretey f
From Gretey to Ravenswath f a v. miles, and
ther passing over the praty river of Ravenswath I cam to the village and
castelle of Ravenswath.
This ryver risith a 7. or 8. miles of the castel in
the hilles by west north west : and passing a 3. miles lower goith into
Swale, wher the ryver of Swale is nerest to Ravenswath Castel it is a 3.
miles of.

Leland seems to be saying that the River at Ravensworth rises some 7 to 8 miles away in the
hills to NNW. This would put it in the vicinity of Bowes, and presumably he is thinking of the
Greta, although he describes the river at Greta Bridge (“Gretey”) as entering the Tees nearby.
We know that the stream at Ravensworth is Dalton (then Holme) Beck, which Leland rightly says
goes to the Swale.
Hollinshed is obviously relying on Leland, but seems to miss the fact that he says the Greta
meets the Tees near Greta Bridge, then compounds the error by having his Greta flowing
through Yorkshire until it meets the Tees near Croft Bridge.
Hollinshed (p154) says:
Here [Barnard Castle] also it receiueth the Thuresgill water, coming east of Rere crosse in
Yorkshire, from spittle in Stainmore by Crag almost southwest, and being vnited with the These
[Tees}, it goeth bt Stratford, Eglesdon, Rokesbie, Thorpe, Wickliffe, Ouington, Winston, and
betweene Barfurthe and Gainfurth meeteth with another rill, that commeth from Langleie forest,
betweene Rabie castell and Standorpe, of whose name I have no knowledge. But to proceed. The
These being past Ramforth, runneth betweene Persore and Cliffe, and in the waie to Crofts bridge
taketh in the Skerne a pretie water, which riseth about Trimdon, and goeth by Fishburne,
Bradburie, Preston, Braferton, Skirmingham, the Burdons, Haughton and Darlington, and there
finallie meeting with the Cocke becke or Dare, it falleth in the These beneath Stapleton, before it
come at Crofts bridge, and (as it should seeme) is the same which Leland calleth Gretteie or
Grettie. From thence it runneth to Sockburne, nether Dunsleie, Middleton row, Newsham, Yarne
(crossing a brooke from Leuen bridge) called Leuen or Leuinus in Latine, whose crinkling course is
notable, and the streame of some called Thorpe, which I find in this maner.
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